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Abstract
The present study examines the claim that definite relative clauses in Modern Standard
Arabic exhibit free variation between resumptive pronouns and gaps. The implication of such
a claim presents a problem for minimalist syntax that does not tolerate true optionality. To
solve this problem, the study argues that the original claim is incorrect and that despite
similarities in the PF outputs, resumptive relatives are syntactically different from gapped
relatives. While the latter is derived from a standard VSO structure, I propose, the former is
derived from a topic-comment structure that already contains an RP. Thus, the fact that
resumptive relatives contain resumptive pronouns has nothing to do with relativization, as is
generally assumed. The study demonstrates that both resumptive relatives and gapped
relatives are derived by movement in contexts that do not involve islands. As it turns out,
resumption in relatives is used only as a last resort strategy to save structures in which
movement is genuinely blocked, such as islands, from crash. Altogether the study concludes
that the variation observed does not reflect true optionality, a finding that supports robust
economy principles of minimalist syntax.
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1. Introduction
The aim of the present study is twofold. First, it investigates the claim that relative clauses in
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA, hereafter) exhibit free variation between gaps and
resumptive pronouns in the relativization site that corresponds to the direct object (Shlonsky (1992) and Aoun, Benmamoun, and Choueiri (2010)). Consider the following examples.

1a. qabaltu r-rajul-a allaði raʔat-hu Salma
   met.1s the-man-Acc who saw.3fs-him Salma
   'I met the man that Salma saw.'

1b. qabaltu r-rajul-a allaði raʔat Θ Salma
   met.1s the-man-Acc who saw.3fs Salma
   'I met the man that Salma saw.'

In (1a), a resumptive pronoun (RP, hereafter) occupies the relativization site, whereas in (1b) the relativization site is occupied by a gap. Examples like (1a-b) appear to constitute empirical support for the claim made in Shlonsky (1992), and Aoun, Benmamoun and Choueiri (2010) that both resumption and movement are simultaneously possible in MSA definite relatives. This scenario gives rise to a conflict between empirical facts reflecting optionality and theoretical assumptions building the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001, 2007, 2008). From a minimalist perspective, to clarify, the claim that movement and resumption are both possible in relative structures in MSA is problematic. Any given numeration either contains the Edge Feature (EF) (Chomsky 2007, 2008) responsible for movement or it does not contain that feature. In the presence of the EF, movement is obligatory. If this feature is not present, on the other hand, movement is not possible. Theoretically, then, it is unlikely that a single numeration n allows both presence and absence of the EF feature as this will result in two derivations, one with obligatory movement and another without movement, simultaneously. Such a scenario is not desirable, at least in minimalism. Indeed the Last Resort principle requires such superfluous steps in the derivation be minimized.

It is the task of the present study to settle the conflict presented by the MSA data between empirical claims for optionality and the theoretical economy drive of minimalist syntax. Upon closer examination of the MSA data, it will be suggested that the RP-gap variation does not reflect true optionality. Despite surface similarities between the two structures, I propose, resumptive relatives are syntactically (and semantically) different from gapped relatives. It will be demonstrated that whereas the input for relativization in resumptive relatives is a topic-comment construction that already contains a RP, the input for relative clauses with gaps is a regular VSO sentence. It is a mere coincidence that the PF outputs that result from the relativization processes in both cases are identical.

The second aim of the study is to argue that although resumptive relatives involve resumption, resumption in this instance does not have anything to do with relativization. That is to say, resumptive relatives are not derived by the resumption strategy per se. This argument contradicts the dominant view presented in Shlonsky (1992) and Aoun et al. (2010) whereby the default strategy in forming this type of relatives is the resumptive strategy. I will show that the resumption strategy is not the default strategy in deriving relative clauses in MSA.
Instead, I will argue that the gap/movement strategy is the default strategy in forming relatives and treat the resumptive strategy as a last resort strategy that comes into play only when movement is not possible.

The sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section (2) presents types and properties of restrictive relative clauses in MSA along with the distribution of RPs and gaps. Section (3) provides a discussion of the data presented in section (2) and addresses the issue of whether MSA definite relatives truly display optionality between gaps and RPs. Section (4) puts forward a proposal that neatly solves the optionality problem. Section (5) concludes with the main findings of this study along with implications and recommendations for future research.

2. Restrictive Relative Clauses in MSA: Properties and Distribution of RPs vs. Gaps

This section introduces types of restrictive relative clauses in MSA and the properties generally associated with each type. This is then followed by a presentation of the distributional patterns of gaps and RPs in the direct object position inside the relative clause (Note 1).

There are two types of restrictive relative clauses in MSA: indefinite and definite. Indefinite relative clauses are distinguished by the following three uniformly consistent properties: indefiniteness of the noun phrase they modify, absence of a (overt) complementizer, and obligatory presence of a resumptive pronoun in the DO position. Consider the following examples.

2a. qabaltu rajul-an raʔat-hu Salma  
met.1s man-Acc saw.3fs-him Salma  
'I met a man Salma saw.'

2b. *qabaltu rajul-an raʔat Salma  
met.1s man-Acc saw.3fs Salma

2c. *qabaltu al-rajul-a raʔat-hu Salma  
met.1s the-man-Acc saw.3fs-him Salma

2d. *qabaltu rajul-an allaði raʔat-hu Salma  
met.1s man-Acc who saw.3fs-him Salma

3a. ñakara-ni Talibu-un saaʕad-tu-hu  
thanked-me student-Nom.sing helped-1s-him  
'A student I helped thanked me.'

3b. *ñakara-ni Talibu-un saaʕad-tu  
thanked-me student-Nom.sing helped-1s

3c. *ñakara-ni al-Talibu-u saaʕad-tu-hu
thanked-me the-student-Nom.sing helped-1s-him

3d. *ʃakara-ni Talibu-un allaði saaʕad-tu-hu

thanked-me student-Nom.sing who helped-1s-him

These examples show that absence of any of the three properties results in ungrammaticality as seen in the (2b-d) and (3b-d) examples. The only grammatical case is when these three properties are met altogether as in the sentences (2a) and (3a) above.

Likewise, definite relatives exhibit three properties: definiteness of the noun phrase they modify; obligatory presence of the relative clause complementizer; and RP-gap alternation in the DO position. Let us consider the first two properties illustrated by the examples below.

4a. qabaltu r-rajul-a allaði raʔat(-hu) Salma

met.1s the-man-Acc who saw.3fs(-him) Salma

'I met the man that Salma saw.'

4b. *qabaltu rajul-an allaði raʔat(-hu) Salma

met.1s a-man-Acc who saw.3fs(-him) Salma

4c. *qabaltu r-rajul-a raʔat(-hu) Salma

met.1s the-man-Acc saw.3fs(-him) Salma

5a. ʃakara-ni T-Talibu-u allaði saaʕadtu(-hu)

thanked-me the-student-Nom who helped-1s(-him)

'The student that I helped thanked me.'

5b. *ʃakara-ni Talib-un allaði saaʕadtu(-hu)

thanked-me a-student-Nom who helped-1s(-him)

5c. *ʃakara-ni T-Talibu-u saaʕadtu(-hu)

thanked-me the-student-Nom helped-1s(-him)

In the examples above, only definite noun phrases can be modified by definite relatives (4a) and (5a), respectively. Meanwhile, an indefinite noun phrase cannot be relativized in such contexts, hence the ungrammaticality in the (b) examples. Notice also that the relativized DP must always be followed by (one of the forms of) the complementizer allaði 'that'. Absence of the relative complementizer induces ungrammaticality exemplified in the (c) cases.

The third property of definite relatives concerning the distribution of RPs and gaps in the DO position inside the clause is more interesting. That is, definite relatives display unexpected alternation between gaps and RPs in the relativization site as shown in the following sentences.
In (6) and (7), both gaps and RPs are perfectly acceptable in the DO position that corresponds to the relativized DPs *r-rajul-a 'the-man' and T-Tullaab-u 'the-students', respectively. Notice too that the complementizer shows agreement in number and gender with the relativized DP. Indeed, MSA relative complementizer agree with the DP head of the relative clause in $\phi$-features, Definiteness and Case (Note 2).

The alternation between RPs and gaps disappears, however, when relativization takes place across islands. Consider the following examples (Aoun et al. (2010: 169)).

8a. raʔaytu l-lawhata allati taʕrifiiina mann f[tara-ha
   saw.I the-painting that know.you(f) who bought-it
   'I saw the painting that you know who bought it.'

8b. *raʔaytu l-lawhata allati taʕrifiiina mann f[tara
   saw.I the-painting that know.you(f) who bought

9a. ʕallaqtu l-lawhata allati saafarti qabla an ?ʕaftari-ha
   hung.I the-painting that traveled.you(f) before that I.bought-it
   'I hung the painting that you traveled before I bought it.'

9b. *ʕallaqtu l-lawhata allati saafarti qabla an aʔʃtari
   hung.I the-painting that traveled.you(f) before that I.bought

In these examples, the relativized site that corresponds to the DO lies within an island, a wh-island in (8) and an adjunct island in (9), respectively. In such contexts, the dependency
relationship between the relativization site and the relativized DP can be established only through resumption as in (8a) and (9a). Meanwhile, such dependency is broken when gaps occupy the relativization site in (8b) and (9b).

To recap, the data presented in this section sheds some light on the properties associated with indefinite and definite restrictive relatives. While indefinite relatives display a uniform set of properties, the situation is slightly different with definite relatives. For the latter, the facts reported show that there are two asymmetric patterns found in the distribution of RPs and gaps in the DO position. One pattern shows that RPs alternate with gaps in the DO position inside main clauses. The other pattern shows that RPs is obligatory when the relativized DP is separated from its corresponding internal argument position by an island. The fact that in non-island contexts definite relatives exhibit free variation between gaps and RPs is unexpected. Given that movement is not blocked, we expect to find gaps only and no RPs. This state of affairs calls for an explanation. The next section discusses this issue in detail.

3. Discussion and Review

The previous section presented types and properties of restrictive relatives in MSA. Amongst the properties reported is one that deserves careful investigation, namely the distribution of gaps and RPs in the DO position of definite relatives. As has been noted, in those contexts both gaps and RPs may occupy this position. This kind of alternation poses several problems that we discuss in this section.

From a theoretical perspective, the RP/gap alternation presents a conceptual challenge for minimalist syntax that seeks to reduce the linguistic apparatus to the minimum. Within this framework, movement is necessarily motivated, an element will only move if the numeration includes an Edge Feature (Chomsky 2007), and is obliged to move if such a feature is present. In the absence of such a feature, movement is categorically disallowed. Admitting such alternation amounts to allowing relative structures to be formed by either movement (in the case of gaps) or base-generation (in the case of RPs). In other words, relative clauses may be formed by movement which in this case means that the numeration must contain the movement feature or by resumption which in this case means that the numeration includes a resumptive pronoun. Minimalist syntax, however, does not tolerate such unmotivated alternation in the course of derivation as apparently suggested by the MSA optionality facts.

The other related problem is empirical and concerns the claim that resumption is the default strategy for relative clause formation in MSA (Aoun et al. 2010). Given that nothing bans movement from the direct DO inside relative clauses, where no islands involved, the presence of RPs does not necessarily mean that the resumptive strategy is not used for relativization, nor does it signal true optionality between movement and resumption. Such a claim would necessarily require careful investigation and examination of other structures involving RPs, especially in a language like MSA that uses resumption productively (see Farghal (1986); Fassi Fehri (1993); Mohammad (2000); and Ryding (2005)).

The problems associated with optionality as outlined here have received little attention in the literature on Arabic relatives. An early work of Shlonsky (1992) observes optionality in MSA
relatives and provides the following paradigm from MSA showing the same alternation facts reported earlier.

10a. ṭal-rajul-u allāḏi raʔaytu(-hu)  
the-man-Nom that.MS I.saw(-him)  
'The man that I saw.'

10b. ṭal-marʔat-u allāti raʔaytu(-ha)  
the-woman-Nom that.FS I.saw(-her)  
'The woman that I saw.'

10c. ṭal-ʔawlaad-u allāḏiina raʔaytu(-hum)  
the-boys-Nom that.MPL I.saw(-them)  
'The boys that I saw.'

10d. ṭal-nisaʔ-u allawaati raʔaytu(-hunna)  
the-women-Nom that.FPL I.saw(-them.F)  
'The women that I saw.'

10e. ṭal-walaad-aani allāḏaani raʔaytu(-huma)  
the-two.boys-Nom that.M.Nom-DUAL I.saw(-them.DUAL)  
'The two boys that I saw.'

10f. raʔaytu ṭal-ʔawlaad-ayni allāḏ-ayni ʕadaa  
I.saw the-two.boys.Acc that.M.Acc-DUAL came.back  
'I saw the two boys that came back.'

For Shlonsky, examples like the above indicate that definite relatives display optionality. In fact, Shlonsky goes further and argues that optionality in MSA relatives is not between RPs and gaps, but between a RP and a pro. Shlonsky manipulates a distinction between the A/A’ statuses of the relative Comp to explain (lack of) movement. The fact that the MSA relative complementizer bears ɸ-features leads Shlonsky to assume that it identifies its Spec, that is SpecCP, as an A-Spec. Movement from the DO position to Spec, CP induces a violation of the Specified Subject Condition (Chomsky 1973); only the subject closest to C can move. Since movement is blocked, the object position is occupied by a RP as a last resort strategy. On the other hand, when C identifies its Spec as an A’-position, movement becomes syntactically available and no RP is needed. Occurrence of pro is legitimate in the sense that it can be recovered from the features of the relative complementizer. Hence, optionality in such contexts indicates a choice between a RP and phonetically null version of it.
In spite of its insightful methodology, Shlonsky’s analysis deals with optionality as a phenomenon characteristic of MSA relatives without questioning it the way this study does. His analysis is not without problems. For instance, Shlonsky’s analysis overlooks the fact that structures in which pronouns appear cannot receive the same treatment as structures in which the pronoun is absent, at least semantically, as will be demonstrated in the following section. Not to mention the fact that, syntactically, the claim that the Arabic relative complementizer identifies its Spec as an A- position requires a superfluous process that re-assigns it an A’-status at LF to ensure construction and interpretation of the appropriate relations.

The other work on optionality that can be mentioned in this context is that of Aoun, Benmamoun and Choueiri (2010) who claim that the resumptive strategy is the default strategy for forming definite relatives like (11a). Nevertheless, Aoun et al. also present data from MSA like (11b) showing that gaps are possible in the DO position.

11a. ʔaʕrif u l-mumāθilat-a allati sa-yuqabilu(-ha) Saami
I know the-actress-Acc who Fut-meet.3MS(-her) Saami
'I know the actress that Sami will meet.'

11b. raʔaytu l-lawḥat-a allati qulta ʔinna-ka sa-taʃtari(-ha)
saw.I the-painting-Acc that said.2MS that-you(ms) Fut.buy.2MS(-it)
'I saw the painting that you said you will buy.'

The facts built on examples like (11) lead Aoun et al. to contend that there is alternation between RPs and gaps in MSA definite relatives but they offer no explanation as to why or rather how this alternation takes place.

The present study considers optionality a problematic issue that, if true, casts doubts on the compatibility of core minimalist assumptions and one that must be accounted for. In this respect, this study settles the conflict between MSA empirical facts and minimalism by offering a simple yet convincing solution. It suggests that the optionality found in MSA definite relatives is not true optionality. Even though their surface structures are almost the same, relative clauses with RPs are syntactically (and semantically) different from relative clauses with gaps. More precisely, I propose that relative clauses with gaps are classic cases of relativization out of a standard VSO sentence. These are derived by movement of the relativized noun phrase from the DO position into Spec, CP, leaving behind a silent copy in the extraction site. As for relative clauses with RPs, I take these to be cases of relativization out of another common type of sentence, namely topic-comment sentences derived by movement of the topic noun phrase immediately below the CP into Spec, CP. This noun phrase is related to a RP that exists in the structure before relativization takes place. Before spelling out the whole proposal, it is worth presenting types of sentence in MSA to highlight the main properties associated with topic-comment sentences that will be crucial for understanding the overall analysis.
4. Solution

4.1 Sentence Types in MSA

There are two types of sentence in MSA traditionally known as verbal sentences and nominal sentences (Fassi-Fehri (1993); Shorafat (1999); Benmamoun (2000); Mohammad (2000); Ouhalla and Shlonsky (2002); Ryding (2005); Al-Horais (2006); Soltan (2007); Aoun et al. (2010); and Abdel razaq (2012 and (2017)). Verbal sentences are those sentences that contain and begin with a verb; the basic word order is Verb-Subject-(Object) shown in (12) below.

12a. jaʔa l-muhandis-u came.3ms the-engineer-Nom

'The engineer came.'

12b. zara l-wazeer-u al-markaz-a l-0aqafeyy-a visited.3ms the-minister the-center-Acc the-cultural-Acc

'The minister visited the cultural center.'

Nominal sentences, on the other hand, are those sentences that begin with a noun phrase. These are also called topic-comment sentences simply because they contain a topic and a comment that presents the event predicated of the topic. Topic-comment sentences can be further classified into two types. The first type, call it simple topic-comment sentences, contains a subject DP (the topic) and a predicate (the comment) but does not contain a verb as in (13a-c) below.

13a. al- moʃallim-u mulhim-un the-teacher-Nom inspirer.Nom

'The teacher is an inspirer.'

13b. al-aʔwlaad-u masroor-uun the-boys-Nom happy-Nom

'The boys are happy.'

13c. al-aʔwlaad-u fi-l-madarasat-i the-boys-Nom in-the-school.Gen

'The boys are at school.'

Sentences (13a-c) represent the basic subject-predicate sentences in Arabic with the schematic structure [DP XP]. In this type of sentence, the XP predicate can be a noun phrase (13a), an adjective phrase (13b), or a prepositional phrase (13c).
The second type of topic-comment sentences contains a fronted DP (topic) followed by a complete predicational compound (comment) consisting of a verb, a subject and a resumptive element. Consider the following examples.

14a. al-aʔwlaad-u raʔaytu-\textbf{hum} fi-l-madarsa
the-boys-Nom saw.1s-\textbf{3mpl} in-the-school

'The boys, I saw them in the school.'

14b. al-kitaab-u ?arsal-na-\textbf{hu} maʕa Ahmad
the-book-Nom sent-1pl-\textbf{3ms} with Ahmad

'The book, we sent it with Ahmad.'

The sentences in (14) above represent the complex type of nominal sentences. The topics \textit{al-aʔwlaad} 'the boys' and \textit{al-kitaab} 'the book' are followed by full predicational units combining the verb with the subject (agreement inflection) and the resumptive pronouns -\textit{hum} (3MPL) and -\textit{hu} (3MS) corresponding to the topic DP.

Of the two types of topic-comment sentences, the one that concerns us here is the second type, i.e., the complex type. Following Abdel razaq (2012, 2017), I take topic-comment sentences to be the outcome of base-generation processes whereby both the preverbal DP, namely the topic, and the RP are merged in their respective positions in the surface structure. This necessarily means that the RP and the DP are included in the initial numeration that feeds syntactic operations. A skeletal structure for topic-comment sentences of the type we are dealing with here can roughly be represented as follows (moved constituents are inserted inside two angles < >).

(15)
In this structure, the position that the DP occupies is the position designated for topics (see Rizzi (1997) and Shorafat (1999)), namely the specifier position of a Topic Phrase. Likewise, the RP is base-generated in the DO position inside the clause and is co-indexed with the topic DP (Note 3). It is noteworthy at this juncture that since object RPs are weak, unlike subject pronouns, they must be morphologically supported, hence, their attachment to the verb. The verb-RP complex then undergoes movement through transitive little v to T in order to check its affixal tense feature (Benmamoun (2000) and Soltan (2007)). Meanwhile, the subject remains in its canonical specifier position of vP as the structure above shows. The outcome of these operations gives the linear structure DP-V+RP-S, namely the structure of topic-comment sentences. With this background, I turn next to putting together the pieces of the analysis proposed for explaining optionality facts observed in definite relative clauses in MSA.

4.2 Proposal: Different Relativization Inputs-Similar PF Outputs

The previous section presented the two types of sentence in MSA: the standard VSO sentence and the nominal topic-comment sentence. The latter has been further subdivided into simple predicational sentences containing a subject and a predicate (NP, AdjP or PP) and complex predicational sentences that contain the topic and a predicational compound containing a verb, a subject and a RP object. In this section, I argue against the view that relative clauses exhibit free variation between gaps and RPs (Shlonsky 1992) and (Aoun et al. 2010). It will be demonstrated that the alternation between RPs and gaps in relative clauses in MSA does not necessarily signal true optionality. It simply indicates that gapped relatives and resumptive relatives are derived from different types of sentence in spite of similarities in the PF outputs. The overall hypothesis states that all definite relatives that do not involve islands are derived by the movement-gap strategy and that the resumption strategy is a last resort strategy operating in structures that genuinely block movement. Under this hypothesis, relative clauses with gaps result from a standard movement derivation the input for which is a VSO sentence. As for the resumptive relatives, these are derived from complex topic-comment sentences that differ syntactically and semantically from VSO sentences. Hence, resumptive relatives differ in their syntax and semantics from gapped relatives. The next two subsections demonstrate how the two types of relative are different in spite of PF similarities that have led many to wrongly assume optionality as a feature of definite relatives.

4.3 Relativization Out of VSO Sentences

This section demonstrates that relative clauses with gaps result from a standard movement derivation whose input is a VSO sentence, the unmarked order in MSA. The DP to be relativized undergoes movement to the Spec position of the clause that it heads. Following Vergnaud (1974), Kayne (1994), Bianchi (2000) and Aoun and Li (2003), I adopt the head raising analysis that involves a complementation structure and a head movement process illustrated in the following configuration (Note 4).
Under this analysis, the full relative construction projects as a DP (Note 5). The relative CP forms the complement of the external D occupied by the definite determiner *the*. The head of the relative clause rises from the DO position to the specifier position of the relative clause. The C head of the relative clause is occupied by (one of the forms of) the lexical complementizer *allaði* that bears *ɸ*-features and Case (see section 2). In addition, since this complementizer occurs only in definite relative clauses, I assume that it also bears a [Def] initeness feature. The relevant point in the derivation that concerns us here is where C merges with TP. Following Chomsky (2007, 2008), I take C to be an active probe that searches for an active goal with matching features within its c-command domain. It finds the DO at the edge of vP, Spec, vP, that bears the matching features. The operation Agree takes care of the evaluation of the uninterpretable features. The final step in the derivation before spell out is motivated by the assumption that CP is a phase and has an Edge Feature that requires movement of the agreeing DP to its specifier position. Since nothing in this structure blocks movement and since C has the feature that triggers movement, movement of the DP to Spec, CP is obligatory (Note 6). After movement, the DP leaves behind a copy that receives a null spell-out at the PF interface. The resulting structure is a definite relative clause with a gap in the DO position.

The analysis just outlined accounts for definite relatives that involve a gap in the relativization site. Despite the fact that the derivation of this type of relative clause is straightforward it is crucial for understanding why definite relatives display what might seem to be optionality between gaps and RPs. The next step in our analysis is to provide a derivation for relative clauses with RPs that is not based on the same numeration used for definite relative that with gaps.

4.3 Relativization Out of Topic-Comment/Nominal Sentences

In the previous section, I have shown that MSA relative clauses with gaps are derived by movement of the DO from its base position to Spec, CP and that the structure feeding this process is a standard VSO structure. In this section, I demonstrate that relative clauses with
RPs are also derived by movement, all be it the input for relativization is a topic-comment sentence that already contains a RP co-indexed with the topic DP. This is a common type of sentence in all Arabic dialects including MSA. Hence, forming relative clauses out of topic-comment sentences is equally common. Examples of topic-comment sentences are repeated below for convenience.

17a. al-aʔwlaad-u raʔaytu-hum fi-l-madarsat-i
   the-boys-Nom saw.1s-3mpl in-the-school-Gen
   'The boys, I saw them in the school.'

17b. al-kitaab-u ?arsal-na-hu maʔa Ahmad-i
   the-book-Nom sent-1pl-3ms with Ahmad-Gen
   'The book, we sent it with Ahmad.'

In section (4.1) above, topic-comment sentences like (17) have been analyzed structurally as Topic Phrases in which both the preverbal DP and the RP are base-generated in their PF positions, i.e., Spec TopP and the DO position complement of V, respectively (see the structure in section 4.1). When relativization operates on this structure, it targets the DP in the Spec position of TopP to head the relative clause. Under the hypothesis advocated earlier, the movement strategy is the default strategy in forming relative clauses in MSA. Since nothing bans movement, the DP in Spec, TopP undergoes movement Spec, CP. Relativization in this instance is the same as VSO sentences. The C head that the relative complementizer acts as a probe looking for a goal with matching features in order to value its uninterpretable features, namely Φ-features, definiteness and Case features. The first candidate in the domain of C is the DP in Spec, TopP. Once Agree between C and the DP takes place, the latter is attracted to Spec, CP as a result of the EF of C. Now consider the skeletal tree structure roughly diagrammed below (Note 7).

(17)
DP prior to relativization. Under the current analysis, resumption has nothing to do with relativization. It is rather a characteristic of the structure that feeds relativization. Therefore, the resumption strategy is not what it is assumed to be. It is not a strategy per se randomly employed for relative clause formation. This goes against the dominant view (Aoun (1996), Choueiri (2002); Aoun et al. (2003); Aoun et al. (2010) and references therein) that resumption is the default strategy for forming relatives. More importantly, the analysis here overcomes the problematic stipulation that RPs freely alternate with gaps simply because of similarities in the PF outputs.

Thus far the proposed analysis supports the view that the movement-gap strategy is the default strategy in the formation of definite relatives. Accordingly, relatives with RPs require a treatment different from relatives with gaps despite the fact that both are derived by movement. Whereas relatives with gaps are derived from a standard VSO structures, relatives with RPs are derived from a topic-comment structure that already contains a RP. Broadly speaking, the analysis has the advantage of explaining that the acclaimed free alternation between gaps and RPs is not in fact a true alternation that would otherwise be problematic. Simultaneously, it provides further support for minimalist economy-driven principles that prefer movement over resumption given that Move is less costly than Bind (Shlonsky (2002); Aoun et al. (2003); and Aoun et al. (2010)).

Before closing this section, there remains one issue to resolve. So far, we have been dealing with cases where movement of the relativized DP to Spec, CP is possible, i.e., from the DO position in gapped relatives and from Spec, TopP position in resumptive relatives. There are contexts, however, in which such movement cannot be launched. The question that one might ask at this point is whether a relativization dependency can still be legitimately established. The analysis developed here supports the view that resumption here can still be used as a last resort strategy to save derivations that genuinely block movement from crash. To substantiate such a view, two arguments can be appealed to. The first argument comes from relative clauses that involve islands. The relevant examples are repeated below.

18a. raʔaytu l-lawhata allati taʃriffiina mann ʃtara-ha
    saw.I the-painting that know.you(f) who bought-it
    ‘I saw the painting that you know who bought it.’

18b.*raʔaytu l-lawhata allati taʃriffiina mann ʃtara
    saw.I the-painting that know.you(f) who
    ‘I saw the painting that you know who bought it.’

19a. ʕallaqtu l-lawhata allati saafarti qabla an ʃʃarri-ha
    hung.I the-painting that traveled.you(f) before that I.bought-it
    ‘I hung the painting that you traveled before I bought it.’

19b. *ʕallaqtu l-lawhata allati saafarti qabla an ʃʃarri
    hung.I the-painting that traveled.you(f) before that I.bought
In such contexts, the dependency between the relativized DP and the relativization site cannot be established by movement due to the fact that islands are barriers to movement. Movement in this instance violates locality conditions, such as the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (Chomsky 2001), in which case the derivation does not converge, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of the (b) examples above. However, such a crash can be avoided if the grammar allows resumption to operate, i.e., as a last resort maneuver. Indeed, resumption is a tool commonly used in MSA (Note 8). In island context, RPs is included in the numeration at the initial stage of relative clause formation. Both the relativized DP and the RP are, then, merged in their respective PF positions while the operation Agree takes care of the valuing of the uninterpretable features. Because resumption is immune to islands, the long-distance dependency between the relativized DP in matrix Spec, CP and the RP in the relativized position inside the clause survives the crash, hence the grammaticality of (18a) and (19a).

The second argument that supports the current analysis comes from indefinite relative clauses which we have looked at earlier. Indefinite relatives display a contrast between RPs and gaps. To illustrate, consider the following examples.

20a. qabaltu r-rajul-an raʔat*-\textbf{hu}) Salma
met.1s the-man-Acc saw.3fs Salma
'I met the man that Salma saw.'

20b. ʃakara-ni Talib-un saaʕad-tu*-\textbf{hu}) thanked.3ms-me student-Nom helped-I-him

'A student I helped thanked me.

These sentences show that indefinite relatives cannot be formed by the movement-gap strategy. Meanwhile, indefinite relatives with RPs are perfectly acceptable. This is an unexpected situation since, theoretically, movement is possible from the DO position. What one predicts here is for the movement-gap strategy to be the only strategy available for forming relatives. This prediction is not borne out, however, and the contrast between RPs and gaps must be explained. Recall that under the present analysis, definite relatives that do not involve islands are derived by movement. Definite relatives with gaps are derived from VSO structures while those with RPs are derived from topic-comment sentences. In island contexts -and other contexts that block movement- resumption is used as a last resort strategy. If we extend this analysis to indefinite relatives, the fact that they involve RPs is taken to indicate that relativization operates on a topic-comment sentence. There is empirical evidence, though, that this derivation cannot be extended to indefinite relatives. MSA bans the occurrence of indefinite DPs in the initial position. Only definite DPs may occupy this position. The following examples illustrate the contrast.

21a. ar-rajul-u raʔat\textbf{-hu} Salma
the-man-Nom saw.3fs\textbf{-him} Salma
'The man, Salma saw him.'
21b. *rajul-un raʔat-hu Salma
   a-man-Nom saw.3fs-him Salma

The contrast above shows that only definite DPs can be topics (21a), indefinite DPs cannot (21b). This means that the input for indefinite relatives cannot be a topic-comment sentence. The question remains, however, as to how to account for the occurrence of RPs in indefinite relatives? It must be the case that since movement in indefinite relatives is not possible, given the ban on the occurrence of indefinite DPs in the initial position, resumption operates as a last resort strategy. In other words, the only possible alternative for the derivation to converge is to use the resumption strategy in order to establish a well-formed dependency between the relativized DP and its corresponding relativization site. Thus, indefinite relatives provide extra evidence for the case presented here that resumption is used as a last resort strategy in structures that genuinely block movement.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, I have examined the claim that definite restrictive relatives in MSA display free alternation between RPs and gaps in the DO position (Shlonsky (1992) and Aoun et al. (2010)). I have shown that such a claim presents a problem for the minimalist approach to syntax in that such alternation boils down to admitting optionality between two numerations that yield the same PF output, an undesirable scenario for minimalism. Upon closer examination of the MSA data, the study has revealed that the PF output of relative clauses with RPs and the one with gaps does not necessarily imply free alternation. Pursuing this view, I have demonstrated that relative clauses with RPs differ syntactically from relative clauses with gaps and must not therefore be treated as an optional construction for producing definite relatives.

The proposal put forward treats relative structures with gaps as cases of relativization from a standard VSO sentence that represents the unmarked word order in MSA. Relativization in such structures involves movement of the DP object to Spec, CP in the sense of Vergnaud (1974). Movement of this DP is triggered by the Edge Feature (Chomsky 2007) that the C head of the relative clause has. As for relative clauses with RPs, these have been treated as cases of relativization out of a topic-comment sentence that involves a DP topic related to a RP within the comment part, both of which are included in the initial numeration. I have demonstrated that relativization out of topic-comment sentences also involves movement, all be it movement is launched from Spec, TopP, the position of the topic DP, to Spec, CP.

The study concluded that all definite relative clauses that do not involve islands are derived by movement despite the presence of RPs in resumptive relatives. Where movement is genuinely blocked as in island contexts and indefinite relatives, resumption is used a saving device for structures that otherwise would be ungrammatical. Overall, the analysis advanced here fits well within principal guidelines of economy-based approaches to syntax, particularly Minimalism. It provides uniform treatment for definite relatives in the sense that both resumptive relatives and gapped relatives are derived by movement even though the launching site for each type of relative is not the same. It remains to be seen whether this
analysis can be extended to other languages that display a similar phenomenon; an issue left for future research.
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Notes

Note 1. The study is concerned with the distribution of RPs and gaps in the direct object position only. The distribution of gaps and RPs in the subject position is equally interesting and requires an independent study. Detailed discussion on this topic can be found in Shlonsky (2002), and Abdel razaq (2017).


Note 6. Movement of the head in this instance involves movement of a DP with an empty D. The external D licenses the internal empty D of the raised DP in Spec,CP while the DP provides the NP necessary for the interpretation of the external D. The process responsible for the licensing and interpretation is an incorporation process thanks to adjacency between the two Ds.

Note 7. Recall that the DP that moves has an empty D. The empty D gets licensed by the external D. Meanwhile, the DP provides the NP necessary for the interpretation of the external D. Since they are adjacent, the licensing of the empty D and the interpretation of the external D are taken care of by an incorporation process along the line of Bianchi (2000).

Note 8. See Aoun (1996); Aoun, Choueiri and Hornstein (2001); Aoun et al. (2003); and Aoun et al. (2010) for discussion on resumption in Arabic.
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